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Savenio Ballarat opens for business
THIS month, Savenio opened its first Victorian storefront in the city of Ballarat, housed in a beautiful period 

building right near Lake Wendouree.
Savenio Ballarat’s Craig Stepnell said he planned to make his new business the leading agency for luxury 

travel in the region.  
Fellow luxury advisor Brent Hevey has joined Stepnell in the new store, where 

they now enjoy the freedom and benefits of Savenio’s independent network.
“I was really surprised to discover just how affordable and easy it was to run my 

business through Savenio, and ultimately that will be more beneficial to my clients 
too,” Stepnell said.

“This is an exciting move as the Savenio network offers us a reputable and 
respected brand to operate under and we were able to adapt their ‘home 
operator’ model to build a storefront space that suits our vision and client needs,” 
he explained.

“Under Savenio, we are able to offer our clients the extra benefits of Virtuoso, 
Hyatt Prive and Belmond Bellini amongst many others, and the flexibility of choice 
in product, while we’ll have total business autonomy and a fantastic, unrivalled 
commission structure.”

“This is a great opportunity to grow our individual businesses and to define our 
brand as the leading agency for luxury travel in Ballarat and beyond.”

To become an independent Savenio affiliate or to talk about setting up your own 
Savenio storefront, contact Craig (craig.stepnell@savenio.com.au or 0402 236 607) 
or Savenio MD David Brandon (david@savenio.com.au or 0429 831 400).

THE fresh, open workspaces at Savenio Ballarat.

SAVENIO Ballarat is housed in a period building near Lake Wendouree.
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